Ultrasound image-based endoscope localization for minimally invasive fetoscopic surgery.
The purpose of this work is to introduce an ultrasound image-based intraoperative scheme for rigid endoscope localization during minimally invasive fetoscopic surgery. Positional information of surgical instruments with respect to anatomical features is important for the development of computer-aided surgery applications. While most surgical navigation systems use optical tracking systems with satisfactory accuracy, there are several operation limitations in such systems. We propose an elegant framework for intraoperative instrument localization that does not require any external tracking system but uses an ultrasound imaging system and a computation scheme based on constrained kinematics of minimally invasive fetoscopic surgery. Our proposed algorithm simultaneously estimates endoscope and port positions in an online sequential fashion with standard deviation of 1.28 mm for port estimation. Robustness of the port estimation algorithm against external disturbance was demonstrated by intentionally introducing artificial errors to measurement data. The estimation converges within eight iterations under disturbance magnitude of 30 mm.